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Chapter 781 A New Product For Linlin Ketchup? 

Zhuang xithought and the others were stunned. 

They understood what he meant. This young Chairman Qin was obviously trying to scam the Henry 

group and Hans 'ketchup, and at the same time, he was trying to use their channels to increase the 

losses of the two companies. 

However, if they ordered the Henry family's and Hans's ketchup like this, and if the two of them beat 

Linlin ketchup, they would be in trouble. They would definitely be targeted, and the money would be 

hot. 

The key was that they didn't know when Hans and Henry's ketchup would go back to their original price, 

which was an unknown risk. If they wanted to make the two companies suffer heavy losses, they would 

have to invest a lot of money. 

This was Qin Lin's goal. If he didn't make the Henry family and Hans lose some money, how could he 

face the trouble they had caused? 

Chairman Qin, " Zhuang Sixi said, " you seem to have victory in your hands. You're not worried about the 

Hans and the Henry family at all. 

Qin Lin did not answer the question directly. Instead, he turned to Deng Guang and said,"Director Deng, 

please let the bosses try our new Linlin ketchup." 

Deng Guang nodded and walked out. After a while, he came back with a few bottles of tomato sauce 

and handed them to Zhuang Sixi and the others."Please try it!" 

Seeing this, Zhuang Sixi also opened the Linlin ketchup in front of him, then put a little into his mouth. 

this smell is so strong! Zhuang Xixi was immediately surprised. 

It was the same for the other tomato sauce Shop owners. 

Linlin ketchup had a new dish, and it was more delicious than before. They couldn't help but feel a little 

defeated. 

They hadn't even cracked the original ketchup, but he already had a better one. 

They were not on the same level at all, and they did not even have the right to be hung up and beaten. 

Now, they finally knew why this young Chairman Qin was so confident. He was just toying with the 

Henry group and Hans ketchup. 

Obviously, he could have decided the outcome with one strike, but he wanted to play around and make 

the other party suffer a little more losses. Then, he would make a move at the end. It was simply killing. 

Chairman Qin, how do we split the profits from your proposal? " Zhuang Xixi asked immediately. If Linlin 

had bought the Hans's and Hans's ketchup at a low price, then there was no need for the Henry family 

and Hans's price war. The price would definitely be restored immediately. 
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There was no risk at all. Besides, if Linlin ketchup won, how would the Henry family and Hanses ketchup 

have the time to deal with them? 

It was a good deal, but this time, the Henry group and Hans ketchup would be in big trouble. 

The others also looked at Qin Lin. 

it was worth buying and selling, just like futures and stocks. if they knew that they would make a profit, 

they would definitely make a move. 

Since their source of income was all dependent on this young CEO Qin, they naturally had to give him 

some benefits. 

Qin Lin smiled and said, " I've said that this time, I'm giving you two a source of income. Since it's a 

source of income, naturally, I won't distribute the profits. All the benefits will belong to you. 

Zhuang xithought and the others were surprised to hear this. He really didn't want to take this kind of 

free money? Moreover, they had also accurately heard the two ways to make money in Qin Feng's 

words. 

This young Chairman Qin said there were two ways to make money, which meant there was still one 

way. 

The boss of Hongtian tomato sauce couldn't help but ask, " "Chairman Qin, I wonder what's the other 

source of income you're talking about?" 

zhuang sithought and the others looked over curiously. 

Now, they didn't think that what Chairman Qin said about a way to make money was just empty talk. 

"I would like to give you the rights to the recipe of the previous Linlin ketchup, but I have a request. You 

have to brand the Linlin ketchup!" Qin Lin said with a smile. 

Zhuang Xiuxi and the others were all stunned. 

What did he mean by pasting a card? The products produced by their factory would be branded with the 

brand of Lin Lin ketchup, and their ketchup factory would become like an OEM factory for Lin Lin 

ketchup. 

For a moment, Zhuang Xixi and the others were in a difficult position. After all, they had their own 

brand. Who would be willing to work for others? 

Qin Lin smiled and said, " my new tomato sauce will be high-end. It will be sold for 25 Yuan and above. 

The original tomato sauce will be sold for 15 yuan. The starting price will be 11 Yuan, and the cost will be 

5 yuan. 

"We can put up a sign that we're cooperating and give everyone 50% of the profit, which means that 

your profit is 3 yuan. Think about your tomato sauce, it's 200 grams in size. The cheapest one is only 3 

yuan, right? Also, think about the situation that you're in right now." 

there was no standard for distributing the profits, so qin lin directly gave him 50%. however, if he could 

get these tomato sauces to brand themselves, it would be equivalent to completely controlling the 



tomato sauce market in one step. the more important production could be handed over to others, and 

the remaining 3 yuan of profit would be enough. 

This was equivalent to using other people's channels, factories, and employees to produce their own 

brands. This was something that many big brand groups often did before they made money for 

themselves. 

This was also one of the moves that old Chen had taught him. 

On the other hand, Linlin food company could fully produce the tomato sauce of quality 2, which was a 

more high-end route. 

Chairman Qin, is it really 50% of the profit? " The boss of Red Mountain ketchup asked. 

This was because the 200g of tomato sauce that was sold at the cheapest price of 3 yuan was their Red 

Mountain tomato sauce. They did not make much profit. 

If he gave them a profit of 3 yuan, they would only need to produce in the future and would not have to 

worry about competition in the market. He would not reject it. 

This was because his company didn't only have the tomato sauce product. The current situation was 

that the tomato sauce market had changed dramatically. Their products couldn't compete with it at all. 

It was better to choose this stable way of earning money and use the funds to develop other products. 
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that's right, 50%. The profit distribution will not change. Qin Lin nodded with certainty. 

"Qin Lin, I'm willing to cooperate." The boss of red Heavenly Mountain tomato sauce made his choice 

immediately. 

Of course, there were many bosses who had this idea. The boss of very happy ketchup also agreed to 

cooperate because they only sold 200 grams of ketchup for 4 Yuan, and the profit was far less than 3 

yuan. 

Since ketchup couldn't compete with him, everyone would choose to develop the other brands of the 

company after earning this 3 yuan profit. 

Very quickly, the third shop, tomato sauce, also agreed. 

Zhuang Xixi was very resistant to this kind of branding. Although his ketchup was sold at 6 Yuan, and the 

profit was far less than 3 yuan, their Tianhai ketchup was the biggest among the few brands, and had 

the highest market share. 

However, after seeing the tomato sauce Shop owner add them one by one, he had no choice but to join 

in. 

If they didn't agree now, what could they do after Linlin ketchup consolidated the production power and 

market of these ketchup brands? They died even more miserably. 

"You've all made the right choice. We'll be partners in the future." Qin Lin also laughed. 
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Then, in front of Zhuang Sixi and the rest, he turned to Deng Guang and instructed, old Deng, get 

someone to announce to the public that the price of our tomato sauce to the supplier has continued to 

drop to 6 Yuan. 

"Alright, Chairman Qin!" Deng Guang also nodded and walked out. 

Zhuang Sixi and the others immediately made the connection. 

Since the cooperation had been agreed, it was better to focus on making money. 

If he wanted to scam Hans and the Henry family when the price dropped to 6 Yuan and earn the 

difference in price, he couldn't let the other party find out. He had to make use of the channels of his 

agents and deal with small orders. Otherwise, the other party wouldn't be stupid. 

It wasn't just Zhuang Xixi. In other places, Linlin's agents like Cheng He were also there. 

In min province, Wang Yan had gathered a group of people to raise quite a bit of money. 

These people were all close to Linlin food company, and they only needed to leak a little bit of 

information to know that this was a free opportunity to make a fortune. 

Very quickly. 

The news that the price of Linlin ketchup to the supplier had dropped to 6 Yuan again spread. 

The finance professor, sun Houjing, appeared again to gain popularity. I really didn't expect the boss of 

Linlin food company to be so foolish. After the Henry family and Hans 'ketchup lowered their prices to 

seven Yuan, it showed that his Bluff was useless. The more he did this, the more confident Hans and 

Hans' ketchup are. 

luke-the main sales agency of henry's ketchup, once again reported to jack henry that linlin ketchup had 

its price reduced by 6 yuan. 

"It seems like the other party has forgotten that this move is useless against us." Jack Henry said in 

disdain. 

Lude laughed. Mr. Henry, you're right. Even the finance professors in their own country are mocking 

Linlin ketchup's stupid move. You know, industry professors are very professional! 

Jack Henry also said without hesitation, " we'll also lower the price to 6 Yuan. We're not afraid of losing 

money, but I want to see how long they can last. 

"Yes, Mr. Henry!" Lude immediately nodded. 

Soon, the news of the Henry family's drop to 6 dollars came out, followed by Hans tomato sauce's drop. 

This seemed to confirm professor li Houjing's words. The Henry family and Hans ketchup really did it. 

Professor li Houjing also took the opportunity to show up. He only sent a video with one sentence: "As 

expected, Linlin ketchup didn't know what to do after that." 



He was going to freeload all the way. Because of his several accurate predictions, there were already 

several companies that wanted to hire him, but he didn't agree. He was waiting for a company that was 

willing to give him shares. 

His prediction of this matter gave him the capital to wait for the right price. 

Naturally, after the price dropped to 6 Yuan, Hans and the agent sellers of the Henry family's ketchup 

started to act again. They looked for the merchants again. 

The merchants felt that the past two days had been very exciting. Linlin ketchup and the Henry family 

had been going back and forth. 

Linlin ketchup's sales had just arrived, and the Henry family's sales came again. 

At a merchant's shop, the sales of the Henry family's ketchup came out. It was also 6 Yuan. This 

merchant had placed many orders from the Henry family. 

The Henry family's sales company was about to move on to the next one. They had a mission to 

complete during this time of war. 

However, before he could move, a few people suddenly came to his door and asked, " you're the 

salesman for the Henry family's ketchup? " 

"Right!" The sales representative of the Heng Corporation said. 

I want to order Henry's ketchup. One of them immediately said. 

"I also want to reserve the Henry family!" 

"Me too!" 

These people spoke one after another. 

The sudden order made the salesman's face full of joy. He was in disbelief. 

Wouldn't that make it easier to complete the mission? 

moreover, after signing the orders, the salesman realized that the orders from these people were not 

small. his smile grew even wider. just these orders alone were enough to complete the task, and they 

had exceeded the quota by a lot. 

This kind of situation happened almost everywhere, but in different ways. For some reason, the sales of 

the Henry family would always end up with more orders than usual. 

However, in order to complete the task, they did not doubt it. The social pressure was so great now. It 

was good that they could complete the task. Otherwise, if they could not complete the task, they would 

be at the bottom of the business and might even be fired. 

Over the past few days, orders had arrived at the Henry group's main sales agency one by one. 

Lude looked at the orders with a smile. 



These orders were more than ten times the usual amount. This meant that after they dropped the price 

by 6 Yuan, Linlin ketchup couldn't take it anymore. So, everyone placed orders with the Heng 

Corporation. 

This was a good thing. Linlin ketchup wouldn't be able to hold on. Once the market was occupied, the 

Henry family wouldn't give it up. 

Lude also reported the good news to Jack Henry. 

Jack Henry was naturally very happy to hear the news, which meant that he was about to achieve his 

goal. 

However, just as Lude finished his report, his Secretary rushed in. "Mr. Lude, bad news. Linlin ketchup 

has made an announcement that it's going to release a new product." 

"What?" Lude was stunned when he heard the news. 

Linlin ketchup is releasing a new product? 

What new product are they releasing? 

The same thing was happening at Hans's agency headquarters. When Hans saw that the orders had 

increased several times, he also thought that Linlin ketchup was no longer good and that the market had 

been occupied. 

He couldn't believe the news that Linlin ketchup was going to release a new product. 

The people on the internet also couldn't believe it. 

No one had expected that when the battle between Linlin ketchup and the two ketchup products of 

Hoshino had reached such a white-hot level, Linlin ketchup would actually announce that it was going to 

release a new product. 

The people who followed the news online were also in disbelief, especially those in the business world. 

They couldn't react in time and went to look at the new product announcement of Linlin ketchup. 

this is the district where Linlin ketchup is on sale. I feel that everyone has always been concerned and 

fond of Linlin ketchup. Today, I'll tell everyone a piece of good news. Our Linlin ketchup has a new 

product. 

"Our new product is the result of a long period of research. In terms of taste, texture, and appetizing, it 

far surpasses the original product. Furthermore, we will be holding tasting sessions for the new product 

at various places." 

Once the news was out, everyone on the internet was shocked. 

There's a new dish for Linlin ketchup? 

Then why did the other party have a price war with the Henry group and Hans ketchup? With the 

texture, taste, and appetizing taste, the new dish was far better than the original one. Even if the Henry 

family and Hans's ketchup cracked their original recipe, this new dish could easily crush them. 



Some quick-witted ones had already realized what was going on. Was this the intention of Linlin 

ketchup? The purpose was self-evident. Anyone who wasn't a fool would know that they were definitely 

trying to scam these two tomato sauce brands from the Seijo. 

At the Henry group's sales headquarters, Lude also realized that something was wrong when he saw the 

announcement of the new product. He immediately reported it to Jack Henry. 

When Jack Henry received the report, his expression changed. 

If Linlin ketchup really had a new product, everything would be different. 

Then, Jack Henry thought of the orders Lude had reported to him, and his face turned even uglier. 

If they dominated the market, these orders would be nothing. 

However, if they could not occupy the market, then these orders, which were more than ten times more 

than usual, would be a huge loss. 
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Jack Henry's expression was very ugly. If he suffered-huge loss for his personal gain this time, he would 

be in trouble in the Henry family. 

Although the family had founded the family, they had many investors and shareholders. 

although these shareholders were not qualified to compete with him for the chairman's position, it was 

not necessarily the case for the others in the heng family. 

"Hurry up and send someone to find out what's going on with their new product." Jack Henry shouted in 

a hurry. 

Lude didn't dare to hesitate and immediately sent someone to deal with it. 

Linlin ketchup is having a taste tasting, so there's a chance to get it. 

The tasting of Linlin's tomato sauce would soon begin. 

The food at the tasting conference was of course quality 2 tomato sauce, so the people sent by Hans and 

the Henry family each got a bottle of quality 2 Linlin ketchup through their own means. 

Lude quickly got a bottle of tomato sauce of Grade 2 and opened it to taste it. 

When he tasted the taste of the grade 2 Linlin tomato, his expression became even more unsightly. It 

was indeed more delicious than the previous one. 

This wasn't something that the tomato sauce recipe that they had solved could compare with. 

Lude didn't dare to waste any more time and quickly made a video call to Jack Henry. 

In the video, Jack Henry's expression was very ugly. 

This was because the matter had already been known to the family. He had dealt with it, but if he didn't 

handle it well, there would be even more trouble. 
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"How is it?" Jack Henry asked after receiving the video call. 

Lude didn't dare to hide anything. Mr. Henry, I've already tried the new Linlin ketchup product. It's not 

something that the recipe we cracked can compare with. The other party has this new product for a long 

time, but they're still trying to compete with us. They're obviously trying to scam us. 

At this moment, anyone could react. 

jack henry's face turned even gloomier. that was to say, they only had a cost of 8 yuan, and 6 yuan was a 

loss in supply. not only did they not manage to occupy the market, but they had also lost everything. 

Lude frowned. Mr. Henry, we still have to face a problem, and that is the price war. We are still fighting 

Linlin ketchup at six dollars. 

stop the price war, " Jack Henry said immediately. return to the normal price. 

What kind of joke was this? it was obvious that a price war was useless in this situation. The other party 

was clearly trying to trick you. If you didn't jump out of the trap, wouldn't you be a fool? 

Lude said worriedly, " Mr. Henry, I'm just afraid that if we restore the price, Linlin ketchup will not be 

restored. With this new product as a guarantee, many banks will be willing to loan him money. Can he 

continue the price war and completely destroy me? " 

Obviously, he didn't know that the price war of 6 Yuan was still a profit for Linlin ketchup, because the 

total cost of Linlin ketchup was only 5 yuan. 

Jack Henry fell silent after hearing this. 

He suddenly felt that he had dug a huge hole for himself. If he had known that this would happen, he 

would not have been so eager to target Linlin ketchup after cracking the recipe. 

Now, it had become like this. 

Jack Henry thought for a moment and immediately said, " the price must be restored immediately. We 

can't continue to lose money. I'll find some connections to have the Star-Spangled Kingdom protest and 

say that Linlin ketchup is competing with malicious intent. 

Obviously, this was a case of the villain filing the lawsuit first and triggering the anti-monopoly anti-

dumping clause. 

To put it simply, it was a double standard. It didn't matter when he did it himself. Even if it caused the 

officials to be implicated, they would find a reason to delay it, and it didn't matter if they were fined. 

Now that the bad guy had filed a lawsuit, even if they made a big deal out of it and the international 

public opinion was high, they had to force the other party's officials to step down. 

This was their only way to protect themselves. 

Moreover, due to the international situation, the other party's officials could not sit by and do nothing. 

Lude suddenly asked, " Mr. Henry, what about the previous orders? " 

His words made Jack Henry's face turn ugly again. He then cursed angrily, " “FUCK!” 



It was very simple. If they wanted to force the other party's officials to take action, they would have to 

accept these orders. 

If they didn't acknowledge the breach of contract, the other party's officials might use this matter to 

mess with them. After all, they would be unhappy if their own country used international public opinion 

to pressure them. 

However, these orders would make them lose 2 yuan per bottle. Moreover, the orders were so large, 

how much loss would they lose? 

For a moment, Jack Henry was in a bad mood. 

"Take these orders." In the end, Jack Henry could only grit his teeth and say that the loss was obviously 

more acceptable than keeping the market. 

Lude also sighed when he received the order. 

If they accepted these orders but didn't get a market share, their days as the main agent of the Henry 

family in this country would be tough. 

Hanses ketchup was just as uncomfortable as Henry. 

They were now in the same situation as the Henry family, and they finally realized that they had been 

scammed. 

However, there was no other way now. He had to either admit it or face greater trouble. 

naturally. 

The tasting of the new dish of Linlin ketchup was also thorough. The taste of the new dish also made it a 

hot search and the Internet was lively. 

"Linlin's new tomato sauce is so good. It's much better than the previous one." 

the difference in taste can be easily distinguished by anyone who has eaten it. 

"The taste is indeed very good. It's very delicious," 
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 “……” 

While the internet was in a heated discussion over the taste of Linlin's new ketchup, a piece of news 

completely shocked everyone. 

Linlin food company had issued another announcement, stating that they would be collaborating with a 

few domestic ketchup manufacturers from Tianhai. 

This news immediately attracted everyone's attention. 

Those who had some connections would know what was going on as soon as they asked around. Some 

smart ones could even guess without the hall. 

Why would they need a cooperative production for tomato sauce? 
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The only possibility was that they were OEM, because the ketchup products in China were two grades 

lower than the new Linlin ketchup. They couldn't compete with it at all, so they might as well join. 

This way, he could earn profits and then fully develop his other products. This was also a choice that any 

smart person would choose. 

However, this was truly shocking. 

This meant that Linlin ketchup had suddenly unified the market and channels of these domestic ketchup 

brands. It meant that other than the markets controlled by Henry, Hans, and weimang, the other 

markets were basically controlled by Linlin ketchup. 

Moreover, he didn't know how much of the foreign tomato sauce market would remain in the future. 

At this time, everyone was shocked by the series of tactics the boss of Linlin ketchup used. 

All of a sudden, the business world's evaluation of Linlin tomato sauce rose by a large margin. 

some people said that they had overestimated linlin ketchup, but they had completely underestimated 

it. 

How many people could do this? 

The internet was filled with related discussions. 

" i can only say 6666. the boss of linlin ketchup is so good. he became the leader of the ketchup market 

in one go ... " 

" indeed, this time, hans and the henry family were completely scammed. " 

upstairs, you're wrong. We weren't tricked. We were completely played. 

I'm in a business class, and I've been talking about this all the time. He said that Linlin's company is in 

trouble, and he's been talking big. I'm thinking if I should tell him about this news. 

This comment immediately became a hot topic. It reminded many people of a certain person and they 

started to @ him. 

@ economics professor li Houjing, professor, come on and say something! 

@ economics professor li Houjing, professor, please analyze it! 

"@ Economics professor li Houjing, professor, please explain what's going on!" 

“……” 

Somewhere. 

Li Houjing was on the verge of shutting himself up. His initial prediction was the same as what he had 

thought, so why did he suddenly have a big reversal at the end that caught him off guard? 

His face was like a resounding slap. 

Those people who tagged him were all bad people. They all wanted to see him embarrass himself. 



The people who had sent him letters of intent were all bad people, and they all took them back. 

Moreover, those who had signed up for his next online classes had also been canceled. 

why were these people so realistic? 

Li Houjing sighed deeply and hurriedly deleted the video he had predicted. Then, he posted another 

video. Hello everyone, I'm Li Houjing. I have to say that the boss of Linlin ketchup made a beautiful move 

and can be called a business classic. So, tonight, my online class will be changed to an analysis of how 

Linlin ketchup was made in this business market. 

Obviously, as long as one was thick-skinned enough, there was nothing that could be beaten down. 

This was also the reason why everyone who saw it complained: 

"The professor is really thick-skinned!" 

"The internet has memories. You can't just delete the video and pretend nothing happened." 

"Look, this is the professor!" 

“……” 

Li Houjing pretended not to see this and pretended to be blind. 

A few days later, another piece of news caused an uproar on the internet. 

The Star-Spangled country's business department had lodged a complaint to the WTO about Linlin 

ketchup's malicious market competition at an extremely low price, which had triggered the anti-

monopoly anti-dumping act. 

As soon as this incident happened, it instantly caused a huge international public opinion. The 

International people didn't know what had happened in China. With a little guidance, the situation 

changed. 

This incident instantly caused a huge uproar in the country. The citizens who saw the news were even 

more indignant. 

you're the one who bullied others first, and when you can't beat them, you go to the teacher and 

complain. F * ck, this reminds me of someone! 

I'm really laughing. He started the price war first, and now he's playing this game because of the friction. 

this is the classic double standard of Western capital. It's nothing. 

"I've seen shameless people before, but I've never seen someone as shameless as you." 

“……” 

Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin was also stunned when he saw the news. It was as disgusting as eating sh * t. 

Not long after the news came out, Qin Lin also received a call from Minister Lu. 



He had already guessed the reason when he received the call. 

Sure enough, Minister Lu's voice came over, " boss Qin, first of all, congratulations to you for 

embarrassing the two tomato sauce brands of Singapore, Hans and Henry. 

Minister Lu, I didn't start the price war, " Qin Lin said with a smile. I'll restore the price immediately. 

minister lu laughed when he heard this. he was here for this matter, and now he didn't need to say 

anything. 

boss qin was still boss qin. 

after qin lin hung up the phone, he could only silently mock the henry family and hans ketchup. 

However, Hans and the others were not despicable enough. 

Because he had never planned to continue the price war. With the support of Cheng He and the other 

agents, he couldn't let them continue to be in a state of no profit. 
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If they didn't make any profit, they would be making a loss. 

Moreover, he couldn't really monopolize the market. 

Now that he had defeated the Henry group and Hans ketchup, everyone was cheering for him. When he 

had a complete monopoly, everyone would scold him for being a capitalist and not giving others a 

chance to live. 

In ancient times, a smart general would not destroy all foreign enemies. The higher the position and 

power of the border general, the more so. If he was defeated but not destroyed, he would be in the 

most danger. 

With foreign brands like the Henry family, Hans, and weimos around, he would always be the pride of 

the domestic brands and would never be treated as a capitalist. 

Therefore, what Linlin ketchup had to do next was to maintain this state, or else these foreign brands 

would have a chance to make a comeback. 

Linlin food company's laboratory had to be built. Although they couldn't improve the ingredients, they 

could improve the recipes and create a variety of tomato sauce brands. 

On the other hand, what Hans and Henry's ketchup did meant that they had scared him, and it really 

gave him a little sense of accomplishment. 

Then, Qin Lin called Deng Guang and asked him to raise the price again. After Deng Guang received the 

call, he also informed Cheng He and the other agents to restore the sales price of 15 yuan. 

At this time, Linlin ketchup wasn't afraid of the Henry family and Hans ketchup's tricks. If they recovered 

15 yuan, the other party had to recover 15 yuan as well. 

Not only them, but even the xingtiao Kingdom's expression would turn ugly if they dared to pay one 

Yuan less. 
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However, it would be even more difficult for them to sell their products at this price. First, it was 

because Linlin ketchup had a new product. Second, now that Linlin ketchup had won a big victory, 

consumers were more inclined to Linlin ketchup. 

At the sales headquarters of the ketchup region in min province, Cheng He heaved a sigh of relief after 

receiving Deng Guang's call. He then turned to his son, Cheng Xi, who was beside him and said, we won. 

The price will be restored to 15 yuan. The new products will be priced at 25 Yuan and above. You can 

discuss the specific price. 

although his son, cheng xi, had decided to start from the bottom, that was to convince the masses. he 

would still bring him along and teach him from time to time. 

I really have to admire this Chairman Qin, " Cheng Xi said with some emotion. it's the first time I've seen 

someone embarrass the brands of the xingtiao nation to such an extent. 

"Yes." that's right! Cheng He nodded. Hans and the Henry family's ketchup must be raised back to 15 

yuan. Transfer the orders we got from the Hans and the Henry family! 

Cheng Xi nodded. 

On the other side, Zhuang Sixi and the others were doing the same thing after receiving the call. It was 

not difficult to transfer the order. 

If Hans and Henry's ketchup wanted to make a profit, they would cost at least 11 Yuan and above. If 

they transferred it to private merchants, many people would take it. 

Zhuang sisi transferred all the orders to a few private e-commerce companies. The orders for 6 Yuan and 

the orders for 9 Yuan were transferred out, which was 50% of the profit. 

in other words, a 100 million order would earn him 50 million, a 200 million order would earn him 100 

million, and a 400 million order would earn him 200 million, and so on. 

And all the losses were naturally from Hans and the Henry family. 

After Zhuang xithought transferred the orders, he called Qin Lin and complimented him. " chairman qin, 

i've earned a small sum of money thanks to you. if you have any instructions in the future, just give me a 

call. " 

Now that both parties were cooperating, and he was convinced by this Chairman Qin, his attitude was 

much more respectful. 

After the other tomato sauce brands were done, they also made a phone call to express their respect. 

This respect had nothing to do with age, it was purely due to status. Also, this Chairman Qin had indeed 

made them money, and their future cooperation would continue to make money. 

Hence, this time, Linlin ketchup had completely won over these domestic ketchup brands. 

As for the specific production and branding matters, Qin Lin handed them over to Deng Guang. 

Compared to Zhuang xithought and the others, the bosses and directors of Hans and Henry's ketchup 

companies were really speechless. 



Those orders would be produced at a loss. 

Moreover, with so many orders flowing into the market all of a sudden, it would take even longer for 

the market to shrink. Their future products would also be in a difficult position for a while. 

It could be said that he was extremely aggrieved. 

Chapter 786 Stomach Cancer Cured! Leeks To Cure Alcohol?? _1 

Linlin Manor. 

Qin Lin's office. 

Chen dabei walked into the office with a few magazines and placed them on the desk. "Boss, look at 

these magazines. The cover is Linlin ketchup, and the whole page is about it." 

These were all financial magazines, and the content was basically about business. 

This time, Linlin ketchup had fought with the brands from the two sestejo countries, Hans and the Henry 

family. Not only had it won the two sestejo brands over, but it had also established its position as the 

leader of the ketchup market. Naturally, these magazines were fighting to report about it. 

No matter which industry or market it was, no matter what product it was, to be able to take down the 

original leader in one go and unify the other brand products would be a sensational event. 

There's even a joke that's been circulating on the internet these two days?" In the last class, my business 

manager was talking about Linlin ketchup's bad luck. In the next class, he's talking about how awesome 

Linlin ketchup is. As a student, I'm so confused." 

During this time, there was no shortage of news about Linlin food company and Linlin ketchup on the 

internet, magazines, and news. 

Qin Lin also picked up the magazine and looked at it. Most of them were just speculations. Only a 

financial magazine from Nanke accurately described the steps and things he had done. 

It was as if she was standing by his side and watching him do it step by step. 

This at least showed that this Finance and Economics magazine had some skills. At least the content was 

not as empty as the other magazines. 

"Order a copy of this magazine in the future." Qin Lin handed the financial magazine to Chen. 

"Okay, boss!" yes! Chen dabei immediately agreed. 

At this time, Qin Lin also received news from Ling ran who was in the recovery room. The results of the 

physical examination of the three academicians this month were out. 

Tang xiuwan had been pregnant since last year, and she was also very pregnant now. Therefore, some 

things were handed over to Ling ran to handle first. 

Qin Lin also went to the recovery room after receiving the news. 
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When he arrived, Ling ran was already holding the medical reports of the three academicians. The three 

academicians were also waiting for the results at the side. However, they were not in a hurry. After 

recuperating in Linlin Manor, their physical conditions were getting better and better. 

"How are the three academicians" physical conditions?"Qin Lin asked. 

academician Lin, academician Jin's physical condition is very good. As Ling ran spoke, he handed the two 

medical examination reports to the two academicians. 

In fact, the two academicians weren't just in good health. They were in such good health that they didn't 

look like they were their age. 

However, he also knew the power of the medicinal cuisine in the manor, so he was not surprised. 

compared to academician li's situation, these two were just in good health. 

at this time, ling ran also said,"as for academician li, his stomach cancer value has reached the lowest 

danger value. in other words, his stomach cancer will be cured soon." 

This was what shocked him the most. 

He studied Western medicine. In Western medicine, stomach cancer could only be treated with surgery 

or chemotherapy. There were no other methods that could cure stomach cancer. 

but now, he was experiencing it for himself. academician li was about to cure stomach cancer by relying 

on the herbal food in the manor. 

If this were to spread, all Western medicine doctors would be shocked. No one would believe it. 

"Academician li, congratulations!" Qin Lin couldn't help but congratulate the senior when he heard the 

news. At the same time, he was happy for him. 

The strategic weapons that the other party had participated in the research had protected the country 

and the civilians. He did not want the old man to be tortured by cancer in his later years. 

"I still have to thank boss Qin for the medicinal cuisine." Academician li was in a good mood. 

After all, it was cancer. Anyone who had it would have a layer of haze over their body. Now that the 

stomach cancer was about to be cured, their mood naturally became very good. 

The medical reports of the three academicians had to be submitted to the Chinese Academy of Sciences. 

Minister Lu also saw the medical report immediately. When he saw academician Li's results, he was so 

shocked that he stood up and said, " "Is he really going to be cured?" 

Then, he went to the medical research Department with the medical report and found a group that was 

researching stomach cancer. 

"Minister Lu!" The person in charge of the research team greeted Minister Lu as soon as he saw him. 

"Group leader Xu, how's the research on the turtle and the big yellow croaker going?" Minister Lu 

immediately asked. 



Leader Xu frowned. Minister Lu, we've studied the yellow croakers and turtles for a long time. We did 

find substances that target stomach cancer in those very old yellow croakers and turtles, but they're 

very weak. They can't cure stomach cancer at all. 

does that Traditional Chinese Medicine dish really have that kind of effect? is it really as professor Gu 

said, that it can treat stomach cancer? " 

When Minister Lu heard this, he said, " academician Li's stomach cancer has almost been cured after the 

treatment of turtle and yellow croaker. 

"Really?" Group leader Xu's eyes widened slightly, and his face was filled with shock. 

They were the ones who checked on academician Li's stomach cancer with professor Gu. They were also 

the ones who developed the suppressant for academician li. 

How could he not be surprised when he heard that academician Li's stomach cancer was cured by eating 

turtle and turtle? 

But why couldn't they find anything? 

This made him very puzzled. 

But Minister Lu didn't dare to hesitate. He picked up his phone and made a few more calls to send the 

new batch of senior turtles and yellow fish to Linlin Manor. 

An old senior like academician li was a national treasure. 

Chapter 787 Stomach Cancer Cured! Leeks To Cure Alcohol? _2 

…… 

Qin Lin returned to the office after he learned about the three academicians 'physical conditions. 

The three seniors were in great health, and he was relieved that they were fine. 

Sitting back in his office chair, Qin Lin looked at the game in his mind again. He had time to control the 

game character to go to the lake mine to mine. 

He controlled his character to enter the 13th floor and continued digging. 

This year's luck seemed to be pretty good. After digging for a while, he suddenly received a special 

prompt: 

[ congratulations, you have found a sunken ship treasure chest! ] 

it was this thing again. he had previously excavated a treasure chest and obtained some colombus gold 

coins, as well as a painting by van gogh. 

Until now, he still didn't know if the painting would be authentic in reality. 

Qin Lin watched his game character put the treasure chest into his backpack and controlled his game 

character to open the shipwreck Treasure chest. 

The system notification appeared again. 
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[ congratulations, you have opened a sunken ship treasure chest. You have received an unknown 

painting X1! ] 

It was another painting. 

Were these shipwrecks all paintings? 

or would a ship with a painting sink? 

He opened the painting and a woman holding a Golden Drum appeared. The painting also had the 

artist's name: 

Pablo Picasso! 

Seeing this name, Qin Lin also logged into the internet and searched for this name. 

Moreover, the name that popped out surprised him. 

Picasso. 

Moreover, there was information about this painting on the internet. 

Legend had it that this painting was the masterpiece of Picasso, but because of war and other reasons, it 

was taken away by someone to cross the ocean and eventually sank in the sea with him. Otherwise, this 

would have been another piece of art that had been passed down from generation to generation. 

Qin Lin saw the information on the internet and controlled his game character to go back to the farm. 

Then, he entered the game with a thought and saw the remarks of the painting: 

[ the woman with the Golden Drum: famous painting! ] 

this is Picasso's famous painting. Due to special reasons, it has been lost in the sea and has become a 

regretful treasure in the painting world. It is extremely valuable! 

The remarks were similar to Van Gogh's Sunflowers on the sea. 

Looking at the note, this painting was authentic. He just didn't know if it would still be authentic in the 

real world. 

After all, this painting had long been silent in the real world. 

if he had the chance, he would find someone to look at the painting. 

After Qin Lin logged out of the game, he controlled the game character to go to the lake mine again and 

continued to mine. 

This time, it seemed that he was out of luck. He dug three floors in a row without finding anything. He 

tried to control his game character to enter the 17th floor. 

Seeing that he could enter the 17th floor, he continued to control his game character to dig. 

Moreover, luck seemed to have come to the 17th floor. After digging twice, a special notification 

appeared: 



[ congratulations, you have discovered a special seed stone! ] 

This harvest made Qin Lin's eyes light up. 

He had finally obtained something good. 

Now that he had the special seed stone, he could unlock another special seed. 

He controlled his game character to dig up the 17th floor but found nothing. He tried to enter the 18th 

floor and got a notification that entry was restricted. He then controlled his game character to go to the 

seed shop in ore town. 

after clicking on the NPC, the special seed stone disappeared, and in the seed shop's seed list, a special 

seed with a appeared. 

[ leek seed for hangover: 2 ] 

[ this is a special seed that can grow special leeks. Characteristics: It grows very quickly and is very 

resistant to cuts. It has a special effect: taste +2, deliciousness +2, masculinity +2, removing drunken 

state +2! ] 

Qin Lin was dumbfounded when he saw the note. 

Why were the effects of this special seed becoming more and more bizarre? 

Previously, he was treating his short-sightedness, and now, he was relieving his drunken state. 

If this thing was planted and promoted, wouldn't the owner of the barbecue shop smile like a flower? 

What must a man order for a barbecue? Isn't it just kidney and leek? Because leeks could boost one's 

sex drive, wouldn't it be good for one's kidney to eat some? 

The key was that this leek could cure alcohol, so who wouldn't get drunk after a hundred glasses? the 

owner of the barbeque shop instinctively wanted to prepare more drinks. 

moreover, it was very uncomfortable to be drunk, but everyone loved to play, so they had to drink. 

If he had this thing after he was done with his high, he could eat it to get rid of his drunken state. Most 

importantly, it could also give him +2 boost in yang energy. Wouldn't that be great? 

Moreover, with the +2 taste and +2 attributes, there shouldn't be any problem eating it raw, right? 

The key was that the leek seeds were not limited by the game's land, so they might not deteriorate in 

real life. 

The +2 effect of dispelling the drunken state must be very powerful. 

Qin Lin immediately bought the leek seeds, then controlled the game to return to the farm and planted 

the seeds on a level 3 plot of land. 

Moreover, the growth rate of The Hangover leek was indeed very fast. After planting it for about a few 

hours, he received the message that the leek had matured. 



When he looked at the light screen in his mind, a dwarf had already harvested the leeks and was walking 

towards the storage room with the leeks. 

Qin Lin locked the office door and entered the game with a thought, heading directly to the storage 

room. 

When he saw the leeks, he found that they were a little different from the usual leeks. These leeks were 

darker in color, some of which were blue, as if they had been contaminated by heavy metal. 

however, he knew that the leeks had not been contaminated with heavy metal. they had mutated. 

What's the best way to experiment with chives? And that was drinking. 

Therefore, Qin Lin went straight to the corner of the storage room and poured out some aged white 

wine. 

He wasn't a person who could drink, and he usually wouldn't drink much before he felt dizzy and started 

to vomit. 

This time, he took the white wine and poured it into his mouth in small mouthfuls. 

The white wine was very strong. After a few sips, his face turned red, and after a few more sips, he felt a 

little dizzy. 

Moreover, after drinking a little more, the aftereffects kicked in and he felt like vomiting. He 

immediately vomited. 

At this time, he was also extremely uncomfortable. 

People who couldn't drink were so hopeless, unlike those who could drink, who were still in high spirits 

after drinking and still had the energy to boast to the sky. 

Qin Lin quickly grabbed two leeks and ate them. 

as expected, it had the +2 taste and +2 deliciousness attributes. the taste of eating it raw was also very 

good. 

He chewed and swallowed the leeks in a few big bites. Not long after he swallowed, he felt a warm 

feeling in his stomach. 

Moreover, this warm feeling immediately flowed through his blood vessels to all parts of his body. 

The +2 attribute took effect very quickly, and the feeling was very strange. 

After the warm flow passed through him, he felt much more comfortable. After the blood supply system 

entered his mind, the dizzy feeling from drinking was gone. 

Qin Lin grabbed a few more leeks, chewed, and swallowed them. As his stomach digested them, the 

drunken feeling disappeared faster and faster. 

After a while, Qin Lin looked at the leeks in surprise. He was in a state as if he had never drunk wine 

before, and the effect was surprisingly good. 



If there were five hundred to one thousand Yuan girls in the bar, they would really be moved to tears, 

and the guests would probably be moved to tears because of the money. 

Qin Lin exited the game and planted the leek seeds on a level 1 plot of land. He wanted to see if the 

attributes of the leeks would change after the land changed. 

If the attributes of the level 3 and Level 1 plots were the same, then there really was no limit. In reality, 

the quality of the crops would also be 2. 

A few hours later, in the afternoon, Qin Lin received the news that the chives had ripened. 

Looking at the screen in his mind, some dwarves had already guessed it when they started harvesting. 

He also entered the game and ran to the level 1 land. 

He naturally wanted to transplant some of these chives to reality. 

he pulled up a stick from the soil and saw its attributes. 

[ hangover leek: quality 1 ] 

[ Chenchen taste +2, deliciousness +2, yang boost +2, sober state +2 ] 

As expected, the attributes were still the same. 

"Boss, I'm not slacking off!" At this time, a dwarf in green clothes had already crouched down and 

harvested the chives. As he harvested, he grabbed a few and stuffed them into his mouth! 

Chapter 788 Perfect Cooperation! An Artist!_1 

Qin Lin dug out more than a dozen leeks with the soil, then found a few pots, poured special soil into 

them, and transplanted all the leeks. 

After that, Qin Lin moved the leeks out of the game and placed them in the yard. Then, he called Li Kai. 

He naturally had to find a reasonable reason for this to appear in reality. 

Therefore, he had to trick old brother li into cooperating with him again. 

When it came to the outside world, old brother li would inevitably ask for another pot. 

Li Kai rushed over as soon as he received Qin Lin's call. When he saw Qin Lin, he asked,"Brother Qin, 

what's the matter? why are you calling me so urgently?" 

Qin Lin began to improvise. brother Li, I used that special soil to make some leeks. The color of the 

leaves is very wrong. I want you to help me check them. 

"Where are the leeks?" Li Kai immediately asked. 

He guessed that the leek must have mutated due to the special soil. 

In Linlin's laboratory, two more types of ordinary vegetables had been genetically mutated. 

Therefore, he wasn't surprised at all that there was a genetic mutation in the special soil. Moreover, 

there were new species that had mutated, and the laboratory had already begun to study these species. 
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"Old brother li, come with me." qin lin got up and led li kai to the courtyard in the inner area. 

Li Kai followed. 

The two of them, one with top-notch acting skills and the other with top-notch imagination and 

understanding, cooperated perfectly. 

When they arrived at the inner courtyard, Li Kai also saw the leeks. He could tell at a glance that the 

color of the leeks was different. If he had not known that there was a special soil, people would have 

thought that the leeks 'leaves had exceeded the standard of heavy metal. 

With the special soil, Li Kai knew that it was definitely a genetic mutation. Furthermore, there were so 

many purification grass in Linlin Manor, so it was impossible for there to be any heavy metal pollution. 

"Old Brother Qin, I'll take a basin of leeks back for testing." Li Kai picked up a pot of chives and left the 

manor. 

after he returned to the laboratory, the first thing he did was to gather an experimental assistant and 

ask them to take the leeks in the pot for testing. 

The laboratory was recruiting more and more researchers. 

li kai did not need to do this kind of mind-consuming test work himself. he could just leave it to the 

experimental assistants. 

The next day, Li Kai received the test report. 

One of the experiment assistants said in surprise, " professor Li Kai, you've developed another amazing 

crop. This leek is too special. Through the test and analysis results, this leek has a very strong 

aphrodisiac substance. 

also, there's a special substance in it that can break down alcohol. We've tried to experiment with that 

substance and it can even break down the alcohol in the blood. It won't affect the normal operation of 

the liver. If this thing is promoted and planted, it will make those wineries smile. 

Obviously, in the eyes of these experiment assistants, this was professor Li Kai's research. 

It wasn't strange that professor Li Kai cultivated some other things in private, right? 

Li Kai didn't argue. He knew that it was because of the special soil. The special soil was still a secret, even 

to these experiment assistants, so they could think whatever they wanted. 

However, when he looked at the data, he was indeed very surprised. 

It could be said that the effect of the leeks was really strange. 

Brother li would be confused if he knew the effect of the leek gene mutation, right? 

He was looking forward to seeing brother Li's surprised look. 

Li Kai quickly took the report to Linlin Manor, found Qin Lin, and handed him the report. Then, he 

deliberately asked in a mysterious tone, " "Old Brother Qin, can you guess the effect of this leek?" 



Qin Lin naturally knew what effect it had, but his acting skills instantly came online. He pretended to be 

eager and asked, old brother li, don't pretend to be mysterious. I can't read the report, so how would I 

know its effects? " 

Li Kai laughed. brother Li, you'd never expect that apart from being able to boost your yang, this leek is 

also very good at relieving alcohol. It's also very effective. It's definitely a good thing for people who 

drink. 

"Dispel the alcohol?" Qin Lin said, pretending to be surprised. After doing some things for a long time, 

one would become proficient and their acting skills would instantly come online. 

"Yes, I can't be wrong." Li Kai felt a sense of accomplishment when he saw Qin Lin's surprised look. 

Qin Lin looked at Li Kai and knew what he was thinking. He felt a sense of accomplishment. 

Old brother li was easy to fool. 

Li Kai then asked with a hint, " "Old Brother Qin, you have a lot of Linlin medicinal wine. Why don't we 

try the effect of this leek?" 

Qin Lin immediately understood when he heard this. 

he was here for the linlin medicinal wine, and now he was even talking about testing the effects of the 

leeks? 

"Alright, I'll go get the wine." in the end, qin lin still chose to be fooled and went to the wine cellar to get 

some wine. 

Li Kai's smile grew wider when he saw that he had succeeded. 

A moment later, Linlin came out with a bottle of Linlin medicinal wine. He opened it and handed it to Li 

Kai. 

Li Kai had the attitude of a responsible researcher. He drank some of the medicinal wine very seriously, 

then asked Master Lin to roast a few leeks to cure the alcohol. Finally, he really did try it. 

The effect of the wine was naturally very good, and he praised it repeatedly. 

Of course, in the end, he quietly took the bottle of Linlin medicinal wine. 

qin lin watched this scene in silence. 

Chapter 789 Perfect Cooperation! An Artist!_2 

Old brother li thought that his scheme had succeeded; however, he didn't know that everything was 

under his control and was going according to his plan. 

After Li Kai left, Qin Lin called Deng Guang again. 

Since the anti-alcohol leeks were out in the market, he had to promote them. He planned to put them in 

Linlin food company to operate, and they would not be authorized to promote their cultivation to the 

outside world. 
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This was because leeks were too easy to transplant and survive. Basically, after planting one batch, there 

was no need to plant another one within three years. Moreover, in addition to planting seeds, leeks 

could also be cut and transplanted. 

if they really authorized or promoted the planting, there would be no way to control it. it would not be 

long before the hangover leek appeared all over the country. 

Therefore, the source of The Hangover leek must be controlled, and it must be made into a mature 

product before being sold. 

For example, leeks could be made into dried leeks and sold in packages. 

The premise was that the Dried Leek wouldn't affect the properties of The Hangover leeks. All these 

could only be known after testing. 

after deng guang arrived, qin lin took out another bottle of wine and handed him the test report of the 

chive. " there's a new leek dish that can boost yang energy and dispel alcohol. You can try it now. 

It was the first time that Deng Guang had heard that leek could cure alcohol, but with professor Li Kai 

around, it was possible that he could develop a new product. 

So, if Chairman Qin asked him to give it a try, he would. 

anyway, the boss provided wine, and the boss's wine was usually not available. 

On the other hand, Deng Guang was very restrained. After drinking some wine, he felt a little stronger 

and asked,"Chairman Qin, where's the leek?" 

qin lin smiled, took out a small handful of raw leeks, and handed them to deng guang. 

“？？？”Deng Guang was a little confused when he saw the raw leek. 

He was going to eat it raw? He was not born in the Year of the Sheep. 

"This leek can be eaten raw, and it tastes very good," Qin Lin also explained. 

When Deng Guang heard his boss's words, he picked up the leeks with a little tipsy feeling. Then, he 

took one and put it in his mouth. 

After chewing a raw leek, his eyes lit up. 

Just as Chairman Qin had said, the Chinese chives tasted really good when eaten raw. It was definitely a 

delicacy. 

Moreover, the taste made him pull out another raw leek and put it in his mouth, then the third, and the 

fourth. 

The taste and texture were too good. 

However, after a while, Deng Guang was even more surprised that after eating the leeks, the Tipsy 

feeling he had just had disappeared miraculously. In a short time, it was as if he had never drunk any 

wine. 



The effect of this hangover was too amazing! 

"Chairman Qin, are you handing the chives to our Linlin food company to manage?" Deng Guang asked 

anxiously. 

Qin Lin nodded. go and prepare the land for planting leeks. I'll give you the seeds when the time comes. 

At the same time, you can also prepare the production line for making leeks into dried leeks. 

leeks are too vigorous, and it's too easy to transplant them. We can only take the route of finished 

products. As long as they are made into dried leeks and don't affect the effect of dispelling the alcohol, 

we can mass produce them. 

"I understand." Deng Guang nodded. 

Leeks were like weeds, and it was difficult to control the source. It was possible to grow them alive even 

if a few were cut out. Therefore, it was also a good idea to grow them into dried leeks. 

After that, Deng Guang returned to Linlin food company to make the necessary arrangements. 

Qin Lin sat in front of the computer in his office and went online to check on the ketchup market. 

The ketchup market had returned to normal after the war between Linlin ketchup and the Henry family 

and Hans ketchup. 

The Linlin ketchup was 15 yuan, and the new product that Hans and the Heng family had cracked was 

also 15 yuan. 

But obviously, the sales of Hans and the Henry family weren't as good as Linlin ketchup. First of all, 

people always preferred the winner, unlike some brands that were made for the loser. 

In addition, Hans and the Henry family's behavior this time was also disgusting. They were the ones who 

started the price war, but when they couldn't win, they complained first, fully showing the ugly faces of 

the capitalists. 

this kind of attitude would always make people disgusted. 

In addition, countless people who liked ketchup on the internet were also looking forward to the new 

product of Linlin ketchup. No one cared even if the price was set at 30 yuan for a 200-gram bottle. 

However, the production of the new Linlin ketchup was limited. The raw materials could only be 

provided by Qin Long's plantation, so it had not been promoted on a large scale. 

After getting a general understanding of the situation, Qin Lin also logged into the background of the 

Linlin Manor's website and checked the application slots for treatment in the manor. 

Now, there were six people living in the manor. The three girls, Lin Liu, and their children were 

recuperating, so old Chen and the others naturally had to give them the reserved spots. The other three 

were academician li, academician Lin, and academician Hao. 

This had already exceeded the five spots he had opened up at the beginning. 



Therefore, he would log in to check the website from time to time. If he met someone who was qualified 

and pleasing to the eye, he didn't mind letting them in to recuperate. It didn't matter if he had a few 

more spots. 

To sum it up in one sentence, it depended on his mood. 

Looking at the application information, most of them were not qualified to enter the manor, but there 

were two who were qualified. However, after checking online, he found that these two big bosses did 

not have a good reputation on the internet, so he passed. 

pA(nd)A no ve1 In any case, he was not in the mood to let the other party enter the manor. He was just 

so willful. After all, he did not rely on the manor to earn money. The existence of the manor was only to 

increase the style and grade. 

However, he soon found a very interesting application. It was from an old man named Wu Kai, an artist. 

Moreover, this Wu Kai wasn't simple. After checking on the internet, he was shocked. 

The most famous artist on the internet should be Leng Jun. 

Leng Jun was at the peak of reality-based painters, and was also regarded as the peak of domestic 

painters. One of his paintings was sold for 270 million Yuan at the auction. 

Many people knew that Leng Jun's reputation was partly due to the hype on the internet. 

However, Leng Jun wasn't at the peak of the Chinese painting world. This old man Wu Kai was at the 

peak of the painting world. One of his paintings could be sold for 350 million Yuan at most. 

It was just that this old man was very low-key. He did not accept interviews and did not create hype. 

Therefore, only the wealthy collectors who liked famous paintings knew about it. Ordinary people in the 

outside world would not know about it if they did not go online to look up information. 

moreover, compared to leng jun, wu kai's information on the internet was very limited. 

Qin Lin looked at the old man's application information and directly accepted it, letting the other party 

come to Linlin villa to complete the procedures. 

When he saw the old man's information, he thought of Van Gogh's 'sunflowers on the sea' and Picasso's 

'the woman with the Golden Drum'. 

with old man wu kai's painting skills, it shouldn't be a problem to help him appraise these two paintings, 

right? 

If these two paintings of flowers were real in the real world, then their value would be unimaginable. 

Chapter 790 200,000 Yuan For A Pig! Industry Prospers The Country!_1 

After Qin Lin's treatment application for old master Wu Kai was approved, a young girl in a luxurious villa 

received the news in front of her computer. She stood up and cheered. 

Wu Qian also didn't expect that after she used the 3 million Yuan she had saved as a deposit and filled in 

her grandfather's information on the page of Linlin Manor, it would be approved. 
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This really surprised her. 

she had already visited linlin villa and linlin manor. 

The scenery made her and her friends forget to return, especially when they were living in the tent at 

Linlin Ranch. It was really comfortable. 

It was a pity that she couldn't get little Qin to take her for a ride. 

At that time, they had seen little Qin appear, and the White Horse galloped over. The scene of little Qin 

riding the horse and galloping made her and her friends cheer. 

At least, at that moment, they felt that Xiao Qin was the most handsome internet celebrity. 

What was even more regretful was that she had never eaten the legendary Emperor's supreme set 

meal, nor had she ever drunk the legendary Linlin medicinal wine. 

In addition, he had never entered Linlin Manor. 

Linlin Manor not only had a good scenery and environment, but it also had the legendary single digit air 

quality. If one could recuperate in Linlin Manor, they could also eat the emperor's supreme set meal and 

Linlin medicinal wine, as well as medicinal meals that were not available in the outside world. 

However, these were just legends to everyone. 

Linlin Manor's threshold was too high, and not everyone could enter. 

She had used her own personal information to fill in the application, but it had been rejected. Even her 

friend's father, who was the chairman of a large corporation, had applied for a treatment at Linlin 

Manor. 

Wu Qian didn't expect her application to be approved using her grandfather's information. 

If Grandpa could go to Linlin Manor, then she could follow. 

She quickly went upstairs and ran into a very large studio. 

The studio was a little messy. Half-finished paintings were scattered on the ground. These half-finished 

paintings were either of bamboo, flowers, or willow trees. 

They were all floral landscape paintings. 

However, the owner was obviously not satisfied. He drew a big X on them and threw them on the 

ground. 

By the window of the studio, an old man was looking at the row of bamboo in the yard and drawing on a 

drawing board. 

He was the great artist, Wu Kai. 

Halfway through, he drew an "X" on the drawing and threw it on the ground again. 

"AI!" Wu Kai sighed helplessly. 



As he got older and lacked energy, it became more and more difficult for him to express his artistic 

conception. In the past two years, he had not drawn a single finished product. 

No matter what kind of plants he drew, it was difficult to capture the essence of those plants, let alone 

draw their artistic conception. 

this made him very vexed. 

"Grandpa!" Wu Qian walked in and greeted him charmingly. 

Wu Kai looked at his granddaughter and asked, " "Little Qian, you don't have enough pocket money to 

spend again? I'll transfer another 1 million to you later." 

Wu Qian immediately said, " Grandpa, it's not pocket money. I've reserved a place for you in Linlin 

Manor. You can go there now. 

"Linlin Manor? Where is that?" Wu Kai was a little confused when he heard Linlin Manor's name. 

Linlin Manor was very famous now. Almost everyone knew about it, but there were always people who 

didn't know about it. For example, this old man, Wu Kai. 

The old man was so engrossed in drawing that he didn't pay much attention to what was happening on 

the internet. Moreover, he had been in a bad state for the past two years and had been locked up in the 

studio, not caring about anything. 

more importantly, the worse his condition was, and it even affected his physical condition. under this 

vicious cycle, he had not drawn a finished product for two years. 

Grandpa, " Wu Qian explained immediately, " Linlin Manor is a sanatorium. Ordinary people can't get in. 

The environment is very good. 

"I'm not going." Wu Kai shook his head when he heard this. He was in no mood to go on a vacation now 

that there was a problem with his painting skills. 

" grandpa, don't reject me so quickly. take a look at the environment first. " Wu Qian quickly found the 

video of Linlin Manor and showed it to her grandfather. At the same time, she said, " " linlin manor not 

only has good scenery and air, but they also have the emperor's supreme set meal. " 

Wu Kai was obviously stunned when he saw the Linlin Manor in the video. He suddenly took his 

granddaughter's phone in surprise. 

he actually saw a kind of artistic conception from the bamboo, flowers, and trees in the video. 

This kind of artistic conception seemed to be what he had been missing for the past two years. To him, it 

was too inconceivable. 

Obviously, this was the effect of the +2 plants in Linlin Manor. Even the videos taken by ordinary tourists 

had artistic meanings. 

Grandpa, " Wu Qian introduced and asked, " are you going? " 



"Go!" Wu Kai responded almost decisively, and then he complained, " "Xiao Qian, why didn't you tell 

Grandpa about this place earlier?" 

“？？？”Wu Qian was stunned. 

Didn't you just look like you didn't want to go? 

and now he was blaming her? 

Moreover, she had clearly told her grandfather about Linlin villa and Linlin Manor, but he was not 

interested in them. 

… 

Linlin farm had been developed for a long time, and the projects were getting more and more perfect. 

The various fees made Linlin farm earn a lot of money every day. 

Now, Linlin Ranch and Linlin Manor received more than 30000 people a day, and their popularity was 

even higher. This was a number that many 5A scenic spots could not reach. 

This was added without the development of any new projects. It was purely based on the cooperation of 

the multimedia department and other departments, using the existing environment and projects to hold 

events and do publicity. 

 

 


